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THE BIG ISSUE
Over the past couple of years, Smartwyre has
been a quiet company in the US Ag market. Yet,
as our clients will tell you, we’ve been working to
help them solve the primary issue in the Crop
Protection and Seed business: the complex
relationship between rebates, prices and
profitability. We’re fortunate to have as
customers many of the top US retailers and
distributors: about 30% of the US agrochemical
market connects to our platform to access some
or all of their prices and rebates.

The collective investment in shiny
on-farm digital tools has not
insulated the industry from the
natural forces of price competition

Personally, I’ve worked on commercial problems
as a leader in the agrochemical industry for the
past 15 years, and I’ve also seen similar patterns
to those our current US clients experience in
major markets like Latin America and Europe.
I thought I’d share a few perspectives in this
article. If they resonate with you or your business,
please get in touch. Contact details at the
bottom.

THE CHALLENGE
First, some context (need to declare my biases
up front): New software technology has
attracted Distributors, Retailers and
Manufacturers toward the fascinating “rainbow
map” of digital farming … thanks largely to a flood
of Venture Capital chasing a repeat of
Monsanto’s 2013 acquisition of Climate Corp.
For nearly 10 years now, the industry has
invested in yield improvement software, hoping
to improve customer service for growers and
“digitize” agronomy with a menu of soil maps,
satellite images and field sensors. The challenge
here, of course, is that the grower was already
happy with the service levels he was receiving.

Let’s re-emphasize that point: Ag Retail and
Distribution are really good at customer service.
What keeps the grower awake at night is the
stress and fear associated with variable crop
prices and the squeeze on profitability. (Yes,
2021 is looking great at $14 beans and $5 corn,
but price pressure at the farmgate is here to
stay). Ever-larger farms and the emergence of
chemical bids/RFPs are a sign that growers
require the best level of service at the lowest
price.
In short, the collective investment in shiny onfarm digital tools has not insulated the industry
from the natural forces of price competition.
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Increased sales volumes,
but at far below
expected margin

THE RESPONSE
So, what have been some of the responses of Ag
Retail and Distribution leadership to ever-tougher
price pressure on inputs?

Higher prices, but overall
annual cash profits
decline

THE PENDULUM
SWINGS
Then, the pendulum swings back the other
direction.

First, it is not uncommon for Sales or Marketing
leadership to determine, “we need to get our
pricing sorted.” This initiates a Customer
Segmentation project or a Pricing System
project. Tools are rolled out, and the commercial
organization moves to focus on maximizing per
unit pricing profitability … requiring every sale to
hit a margin target, for example.

Now, seeing lower profitability on distributed
products, leadership declares, “its our high-cost
position that is the issue.” Company leadership
“empowers” the commercial team with full
visibility of net-costs, leading to, yes, increased
sales volumes, but at a far below expected
margin.

What then ultimately happens, of course, is that
the organization ends up driving increased profit
margins per unit, but volumes decline. The
supplier relations / procurement team sits by and
watches as manufacturer program targets are
missed and the commercial team walks away
from bid business or the cash-and-carry
customer.

In the next move, the organization embarks on a
generic-product or private label strategy,
throwing away manufacturer loyalty programs
and going boldly into off-patent territory. And yet,
growers still ask for those leading brands,
manufacturer sales teams offer on-farm
incentives, and it turns out that a regulatory
affairs budget consumes a LOT of money.

Yes, prices are higher, but overall annual cash
profits decline.

The organization moves back toward price
optimization, a refocus on the “full-service”
customer. The cycle repeats…
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WORKING
TOGETHER
Is there a better way? A happy medium? Can a
distributed products strategy co-exist with a
private label approach? Yes.
What we’ve seen at Smartwyre is that the top
performers in the market (as measured by %
gross margin, annual gross profit growth and
effective use of working capital) are retailers and
distributors that recognize that the
people and systems on both sides of the
commercial process must work together.

Supplier relations can work efficiently, and in
active collaboration with commercial and branchlevel leadership. Procurement doesn’t need that
“fake net sheet,” and the sales guys don’t need to
migrate price to the bottom. (Of course, running
the business like this actually gets harder and
harder, the larger the Retailer or Distributor.)
By segmenting customers, making trade-offs
between branded and private label throughout
the season, targeting both volume and serviceorientated business, the entire business can
move into higher profit levels. An uplift in
operating margin by 2-3 points is achievable.

Distributed products strategy co-existing
with a private label or off-patent approach
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CONNECTIVITY
Reading this, you may think “what’s Smartwyre’s
angle in all of this?” Well, we’ve built a secure,
confidential digital network which connects
retailers and distributors directly to digitized
manufacturer prices and rebates.
We offer software applications which link the
cost management activity of a procurement
team with the pricing responsibilities of the
commercial organization. Efficiently connecting
these two parts of a Retail or Distribution
business is the only way to avoid the back-andforth commercial pendulum. It’s why we see our
clients in the top tier of Retail/ Distribution
profitability.
Please do reach out – we’d be really pleased to
discuss what we’ve learned, and how that might
help your business.

John Brubaker
CEO
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